A Modern Language Placement (MLP) exam is required for FSU students who continue language study in French, German, or Spanish.

**LENGTH & FORMAT**
1 hour long with multiple-choice questions. The exam does not test speaking or listening skills.

**COST**
Free to FSU students testing in person. FSU testers using Honorlock pay a $4.45 proctoring fee. Non-FSU testers pay a $15.50 proctoring fee.

**DELIVERY MODE**
Administered at the FSU Testing Center in Canvas (for FSU students) and on paper (for non-FSU testers). Also available online via Honorlock.

---

**GETTING STARTED**

1. REVIEW PLACEMENT POLICY.
Visit the Exemption & Placement page to check key information. For any questions, contact the Modern Languages & Linguistics academic advisor at 850-644-2606 or mlladvising@fsu.edu.

2. REGISTER FOR EXAM.
FSU STUDENTS | Register in the Exam Registration System to take the Canvas exam at the FSU Testing Center.
NON-FSU TESTERS | Register in the RegisterBlast system to take the paper exam at the FSU Testing Center. You will need to pay a $15.50 proctoring fee.
HONORLOCK TESTERS | If you’re taking an MLP exam via Honorlock, email testing@fsu.edu to request enrollment in the MLP Canvas site. After enrollment, you’ll receive an email with further instructions.

3. REVIEW TESTING POLICIES.
To ensure a smooth testing experience, review Testing Tips & Policies and Using an Online Proctor prior to testing.

---

**IMPORTANT!**
Modern Language Placement exams are available in person and online via Honorlock. Keep in mind that testers using Honorlock will pay a proctoring fee. To schedule an appointment, follow the registration instructions to the left.

**NEED HELP**
MLP Exam | Contact the Modern Languages & Linguistics academic advisor at 850-644-2606 or mlladvising@fsu.edu.

Technical Support | For Canvas, contact 850-644-8004 or canvas@fsu.edu and for Honorlock, use the chat or email support@honorlock.com.

---

**AFTER THE EXAM**
Scores are available in the Gradebook immediately upon exam submission.

To retrieve scores for your paper exam, contact the Modern Languages & Linguistics Department 2-3 days after the exam.

You can retake the same subject exam after 60 days. FSU and non-FSU testers can add a new attempt at check-in. Honorlock testers can email testing@fsu.edu to request a new attempt.

---

Need accommodated testing?
Visit our webpage for assistance.

FSU Testing Center
850-644-3017
testing@fsu.edu
Hours: M-F, 8:30am-5:00pm
Directions & Parking